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HDMI video switching with 3D Video Pass-Through, RoomPerfect™
environmental audio correction and the latest in HD digital audio
decoding provide superior multi-channel audio reproduction.
The vast array of digital and analog inputs can be custom labeled
for simplified system operation and matched in volume level for
a smooth transition between sources.
Features built-in Dolby® TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio™
decoding for the latest Blu-ray disc™ soundtracks. Two channel
stereo source materials may be played back in stereo or
processed up to 7.1 multi-channel using Dolby Pro Logic® IIx
or DTS Neo:6 decoding.
Built-in Dual Zone feature allows operation of two audio / video
zones to play different media simultaneously in separate rooms
with independent program selection and control.
Assignable balanced input and outputs, analog phono section,
bass and treble tone controls, and full RoomPerfect room correction
all enhance the two channel audio experience of the MX151.

The very best in music and film presentation.
www.mcintoshlabs.com
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General Specifications
A/V Connections:
7.1 Channels + 2 Aux, both Balanced/
Unbalanced Outputs, 8 Stereo + Phono
and 7.1 Unbalanced, 2 stereo Balanced Inputs
4 Coax, 4 Optical, 1 AES/EBU Digital Inputs,
24 bit 192 kHz resolution
5 HDMI Inputs, 1 HDMI Output
with 3D Video Pass-Through
5 Component Video Inputs, 2 Outputs
2 Composite Video Inputs and Outputs
One Stereo Zone B, Analog, audio/video
Control Connections:
Network RJ45, Data Inputs and Outputs,
Power Control Six Programmable Triggers
Audio Specifications:
(In DSP Bypass Mode and Tone control
set to flat.)
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
Phono: 86dB
High Level: 96dB below rated output

Total Harmonic Distortion:
0.005% maximum from 20Hz to 20 kHz
Maximum Voltage Output:
6.5V Unbalanced (8.5V Subwoofer)
13V Balanced (17V Subwoofer)
Weight:
31lbs. (14.06Kg) net, 55lbs. (24.95Kg)
in shipping carton
Overall Dimensions:
Width is 17-1/2 inches (44.45cm) Height
is 7-5/8 inches (19.37cm) including feet
Depth is 19-1/2 inches (49.53cm) including
the Front Panel, Knobs, and Rear
Panel Connections
Accessories:
Precision measurement microphone, Shock
mounted microphone stand and 25 foot
microphone cable. These accessories allow
rapid and accurate measurement of the user’s
room acoustics which allow RoomPerfect to
seamlessly integrate the speakers for maximum
music and movie sound quality.

For the Consumer’s Protection:
In order to ensure the highest level of customer
satisfaction, “new” McIntosh products may
only be purchased over-the-counter or delivered
and installed by an Authorized McIntosh Dealer.
McIntosh products that are purchased over the
Internet, by phone or mail order are presumed to
be “used” and do not qualify for any McIntosh
Warranty. McIntosh does not warrant, in any
way, products that are purchased from anyone
who is not an Authorized Dealer or products that
have had their serial number altered or defaced.

Companion Products
The MVP891 Universal Disc Player, MC207 Power Amplifier, XR200 Stereo Speakers,
XCS200 Center Channel Speaker, CS100 Surround Speakers, MR88 AM-FM-HD Tuner,
and MPC1500 Power Conditioner are logical companions for the MX151 A/V Control Center.
Your Authorized Dealer can provide additional information.
To experience the legendary performance of McIntosh, please call on us at 1.800.538.6576.
35015700
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